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Similar to this page and This tutorial shows you how to do audio recognition using the ACRCloud client library. The method
starts with capturing audio using the default input device, which you can change to another input device. Then you do speech
analysis to extract the phonemes, and finally you classify the phonemes using the Client API. To run the sample you need the
ACRCloud client library installed on your machine. You also need an ACRCloud token. You can get a token from ACRCloud
to run the demo or create one here After you have token you can run the demo. You can also skip this step by downloading the
source code of the sample and run it. In the demo the connected input devices are the default microphone input device and the
built-in speaker output device. The ACRCloud sample uses the Client SDK Version 2.0.3. This tutorial uses the following
ACRCloud client components. Angular 2.0.0 Angular 4.2.5 Angular Cli 1.6.8 @types/fiori-angular-math 3.1.1 Input devices
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The sample uses the following input devices to capture audio. Default input device: The default microphone input device.
(Default input device is the same as the input device which ACRCloud uses to receive the audio stream.) Speaker output device:
The speaker output device is enabled by default when you run the sample. You can use this device to listen to the audio you
have captured. Another input device: You can also use other input devices such as a bluetooth headset. We will see how to use
this input device in the next section. Speech analysis To extract the phonemes from the audio stream, the sample uses the
Cepstral analysis API. The API provides the following API functions. cepstrumEncoding(): This returns a CepstrumEncoding
object that represents the algorithm which provides the Cepstrum encoding. Cepstrum encoding converts the 82157476af
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